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Abstract

Blackboard systems use multiple knowledgesources
in the same system. There are a numberof different
blackboardarchitectures to control the processing of
knowledgesources (e.g., Hayes Roth 1985). Those
approaches include the standard blackboard control with
solution based focusing, standard blackboard control
with sophisticated schedulers, metalevel architectures
and the Blackboard Control Architecture. The purpose
of this paper is to investigate the impact of knowledge
sourceorder, on the quality of the initial solution
developed using a solution based focusing approach.

Therehavebeenfewresults regardinguniqueissues
of verification and validationof blackboard-based
systems.This paperattemptsto mitigatethis
limitationin the literature by focusingon a particular
blackboardarchitecture.
In solution-basedfocusingblackboardsystems,
problemsolvingstarts by specifyingthat oneof the
knowledgesourcesbe instantiated and then
iteratively different knowledge
sources,typically
basedon order, are chosenfor assistancein
developinga solution. Unfortunately,dependingon
the natureof the particular blackboardsystem,the
specific order in whichknowledge
sources are chosen
canhavea majorimpacton the quality of initial
solutionsdeveloped.Asa result, this paperis
concernedwith a priori orderingof the knowledge
sourcesso that better initial solutionswill be
generated. This paper developssomeanalytical
results that canbe usedto establishpartial orderings
of the knowledge
sourcesand rules within the
knowledge
sources, using different relationships
betweenknowledgesources, for economicbased
systems(i.e., systemswherethere are costs or
revenuesassociatedwith the outcomes
in the rules).

Solution Based Focusing
Solution based focusing has received substantial
attention in the blackboardliterature over the years,
including Nii and Aiello (1979), Nii et al. (1982),
Hayes Roth (1985) and Jagannathan (1989). In
solution based focusing approach, the order that is
instantiated is a function of the order that information
appears on the blackboard and the order of the
knowledgesources (Hayes Roth 1985). As noted
Jagannathan(1989, p. 87), "problemsolving is started
by specifying one knowledgesource to run first, whichis
instantiated and run to create one or more events." The
knowledgesource that is chosento initiate the process,
maycometo a solution or provide information to the
blackboard so that other knowledgesources find a
solution. Thus, unless the blackboard system ultimately
elicits all feasible solutions (whichgenerally is not the
case and generally is not practical), control over the
order of which knowledgesources are instantiated, can
be a critical issue. As a result, the concernin this paper
is with ordering the knowledgesources in order to
generate a goodinitial solution.

1. Introduction
Adrionet al. (1982) indicate that "validation is the
determination of the correctness of the finalprogram or
software produced from a development project with
respect to the user needs and requirements." O’Keefe
and O’Leary(1993) suggest that "Validation is ...
concernedwith the quality of the decisions madeby the
system."
Reviewof the literature (e.g., O’Keefeand O’Leary,
1993) finds little mentionof verification and validation
issues for blackboard systems. Since the quality of the
solution plays a critical role in validation, this paper
focuses on someof the unique concerns associated with
validation of blackboard systems.

Importance of a Good Initial

Solution

The knowledgesources and the rules in those knowledge
sources ultimately will be ordered in somemanner.
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This papersuggeststhat they be orderedso that good
initial solutionsare found.Findinggoodinitial
solutions doesnot limit the incrementalrefinement
typically associated with blackboardsystems.Instead a
goodinitial solution providesus with a goodstarting
point for further analysis. Agoodinitial solution can
limit the extent to whichwemustincrementallyalter the
solution. In addition, in somereal time systemsthere
maybe a needto stop after weobtain an initial solution.
Further, in somesituations the incrementalrefinement
of solutionsmaybe slow,ineffectiveor inefficient. In
thosetwosituations,it is critical to find goodinitial
solutions.

idea does not workthen choice mustbe madeto stay
with the current expert or chooseanother.
Findings and Contributionof this Paper
This paperhas twoprimaryfindings. First, results are
presentedthat indicate whenthe processingof one
knowledgesource should precede someother knowledge
source. Second,in those samesituations, results are
developedthat indicate whichlevel of granularity should
be used. Theresults presentedin this paperare analytic.
Whereasmost research on blackboardsystemshas been
systemconstructionandheuristic analysis of those
systems,this paperpresentsresults that, in theory,can
be applied to anyappropriatesystem.

Multiple Processor and Single Processor
Environments, and Granularity

Plan ofthisPaper
Orderis a concernwhetherthe blackboardsystemis
developedfor a single processoror multipleprocessor
environment(e.g., Ensor and Grabbe1985). In both
environments,systemscan only execute as many
knowledge
sourcesas they are processorsavailable.
Thus, if there are moreknowledge
sources than
processors,then there will be order effects, determining
whichknowledge
sources are processedin whatorder.
In either a single or multipleprocessorenvironment
wherethere are moreknowledgesources than processors
there is a needto establish whento changecontrol of the
processor.Thecontrol of the generationof eventsin a
blackboardsystem can be accomplishedat a numberof
different levels of granularity,twoof whichare
discussedhere. Thefirst model(model1), is not
interrupting the processingof knowledge
sourcesuntil
the knowledge
sourceeither providesa solution or finds
it cannotprovide a solution. Aknowledge
source locks
up a processoruntil it is Aknowledge
sourcelocks up a
processoruntil it is done.Suchaa approachis not
unusualin the use of multiple humanexperts. For
example,one expert maybe given the opportunityto
solve a medicalproblem.If that expert does not solve
the problemthen another expert is pursued. Second
(model2), is the modelof interrupting knowledge
sourcesperiodicallyafter differenttransactions,e.g., if a
rule underinvestigationat that knowledge
sourcefails,
weinterrupt. At this level of granularity, the knowledge
sourcemaybe interruptedprior to tinddinga solution.
After the determination
of the failure of a rule, a choice
is madebetweenthe next knowledge
source or the next
rule in the current knowledge
source. Onebasis of
choosingwouldbe a search to determinewhichrule(s)
offers the potentialfor findingthe best solutions.This is
analogousto allowingan expert to determineif an idea
does or does not work.Onceit is determinedthat one
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This paper proceedsas follows. Section2 providesan
examplethat is usedto illustrate the conceptsgenerated
in the paper. That section also discussessomeof the
assumptionsof the research. Section3 providessome
backgroundand notation. Section 3 summarizessome
of the relevant issues in blackboardsystemsusedin this
paper. Section4 investigates the choicebetween
different knowledgesources. Section 5 analyzeswhen
relationships betweenknowledge
sources allow us to
choosewhichlevel of granularity that shouldbe used.
Section6 briefly summarizes
the paper and also
discussessomeadditional researchissues andheuristic
usesof the results discussedin this paper.

2. An Example
Anexamplewill be adoptedto illustrate various
conceptsin the paper. Theexampleis a versionof the
classic "Bartender"problemfromWinston(1984),
revised to accommodate
the notion of multiple
knowledge
sources. It is assumed
that the rules are
groupedin three different knowledgesources: Wine
Knowledge;Beer Knowledge;and Health Drink
Knowledge.
Aselected set of rules fromthat exampleis
as follows:
1. WineKnowledgeSource
r(1,1)If expensivewineis indicated it is NewYear’s
Eve Then Bond’s Champagne
r(1,2) If expensivewineis indicatedentree is steak Then
ChateauEarl of Bartonville Red

r(1,3) If cheapwine is indicated entree is chicken guest
is not well liked Then Honest Henry’s Apple Wine
r(1,4) If cheap wine is indicated entree is unknownThen
Toe Lakes Rose
2. Beer Knowledge Source

alternative with less return. In addition, this paper
assumesthat the knowledgesources are rule based. This
is, in part a matter of convenience.Theresults in this
paper can be generalized to other forms of knowledge
representation, as long as there is an economic
consequenceassociated with the ultimate consequent of
the equivalent rule.

r(2,1) If beer is indicated entree is MexicanThen Dos
Equis

3. Notation and Background
This section provides somenotation used later in the
paper, a brief summary
of classic inference process, for
rule bases, used in the proofs, later in the paper, and a
brief summaryof someof the key blackboard system
concepts used in this paper,.

r(2,2)If beer is indicated ThenCoors
3. Health Drink Knowledge Source
r(3,1)If guest is a health nut ThenGlop

Notation

r(3,2)If guest is a health nut carrots are not served with
the meal Then carrot juice

Assume,for purposes of presentation, that each rule is of
the type "if condition 1, ..., condition m, then
consequencet(w)," wheret(.) is a set
consequences. The purpose of the system is to find a
feasible solution from that set of consequences.These
rules are flexible and used in a variety of applications
(e.g., Greene1987). Alternate rule forms could
investigated as extensions of this paper, but are beyond
the scopeof this paper. Generally,it is not practical to
elicit all feasible solutions. Asa result, it is assumed
that the systemdevelopsa single solution. If a rule in a
knowledgesource is investigated by the system and each
of its conditions is true then the consequenceproduced
by that rule is the systemsolution. Oncea solution is
found, then the initial solution has been found and
iterative analysis of that solution can begin. However,if
the system is a real time systemthen processing might
stop with the initial solution. Supposethere are n
different knowledge
sourcesks(i), for i= 1, ...,
Assumethat each of the knowledgesources is a rule
base with q(i) rules. Assumethat each rule j
knowledgesource i is referred to as r(i,j). Assumethat
the return associated with r(i,j) is ret(i,j). Assume
that
is desired to find a solution whereret(i,j) is a maximum.
Let the set of conditionsused in r(i,j) be c0,j). Let
entire set of conditions used in ks(i) be denoteds(i),
that s(i) is the unionof c(i,j) overall

Order Makes a Difference
Supposethat the health drink knowledgesource is
chosenfirst. In that case, if the client is a health nut
then "glop" is a feasible solution. The system would
stop, unless all solutions were found. Alternatively,
suppose that the wine knowledgesource was chosen
first. If it is also NewYear’s Eve and expensivewine is
called for, then Bond Champagne
is suggested by the
system. Assuming that Bond Champagneis more
profitable to the bartender than glop, it can be seen that
having the wine knowledgesource instantiated first
wouldbe the greatest benefit to the company.Order
makesa difference.
Scope of the Research
This paper is concerned with blackboard systems
designed to solve problems of economicconsequence or
the equivalence of economicconsequences. In
particular, it is assumedthat the consequences.In
particular, it is assumedthat the systemis designedto
assist in the solution of a problemwith a decision that
has economicimpact. For example, in the bartender
problemthere was the choice of drink, which had
economicreturn to the bartender (or the bar).
Throughoutit is assumedthat the rules in the system
have consequencesfor which a cost or benefit or both
can be established. Further, it is assumedthat economic
information is the basis of the decision making. For
example,throughoutit is assumedthat, a priori, if two
alternatives are equally feasible, then the alternative
with the largest return is moredesirable than the

Inference in Each Knowledge Source
It is assumedthat each of the knowledgesources uses an
inference engine that searches the rules in a knowledge
source in the following manner. (This approach is
consistent with the classic expert system approach used
in MYCIN
(Buchanan and Shortliffe 1985). Let A(i)
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be the set of active conditions in knowledgesource i.
Initially, A(i) equals the null set. Eachrule in ks(i)
called active, false or true. If a rule has its entire set of
conditions in A(i) and each condition is true then the
rule is true and the computationstops. If at any time a
rule has any conditions in A(i) that are not true then the
rule is not true. If a rule has only a subset of its
conditions in A(i) then the rule is consideredactive.
the case where a single knowledgesource is being
processed, the inference process is assumedto start with
the first condition of the first rule to determinewhether
it is true or false. If it is false then the inferenceprocess
wouldgo to the next rule where that previous condition
(and all other conditions in A(i)) was (were) found
true. If no such rule exists then inference wouldgo to
the next rule where there were no active conditions. If
no such rules existed then computationwouldstop.

equally likely then no order will alwaysbe best or worst
in terms of total processing time. Thus, it generally
wouldbedesirable to use an ordering that provides us
with the goodinitial solution. For example,assumethe
ordering of the knowledgesources is as in the example,
with wine knowledgesource first and health drink
knowledgelast. If it is NewYear’s Eve, then the
optimal strategy in the exampleis to serve the Bond’s
Champagne.Given the ordering, then that would be the
initial solution found by the system. However,if the
guest is a health nut and carrot are not served, then the
last rule wouldbe the one wherethe solution is
ultimately found. A priori, it is impossibleto specify
whichsituation will occur. Thus, in this paper it is
assumedthat we search for an order that provides a
goodinitial solution.
4. Ordering

Knowledge

Sources

Blackboard Models
Consider the examplediscussed above. If each of the
wines provides a greater profit than either the beers or
the health food drinks then we wouldexpect that the
companywouldprefer any feasible wine solution rather
than either beer or a health drink. That finding is the
basis of the following.

The blackboard model (e.g., Nii 1986) includes
partitioned knowledgesources, which are kept
independently. Nii (1986, 1989) indicates that often
those knowledgesources are represented as collections
of rules, such as those used in the aboveexample.
Knowledgesources are responsible for producing
changes to the blackboard, incrementally developing a
solution. Communicationbetween different knowledge
sources takes place solely through the blackboard. Nii
argues that ultimately, deciding which knowledgesource
to apply, becomesa problemof "control." This paper is
concernedwith the standard blackboard architecture
with so called solution based focusing (e.g., HayesRoth
1985), as exemplified by Nil and Aiello (1979) and
et al. (1982). In particular, HayesRoth (1985) notes,
... solution based focusing relies upona complex
programthat embodiesall of a system’s control
knowledge..., it sequentially selects specific blackboard
events and executes knowledgesources triggered by
each one. In some implementations all triggered
knowledge sources execute in a predetermined
sequence; in others, the focusing programuses other
aspects of the current solution to determine which
subset of triggered knowledgesources execute and in
what order.
Impact of Ordering on Processing

Time

There is no a priori reason to assumethat any specific
order of the knowledgesources will require greater
processing time that any other order. If we assumethat
the information requirements of any situation are
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Definition 1: ks(i) will be said to dominateks(j) if
solution foundwith ks(i) ordered before ks(j) is at least
as goodas those with ks(j) ordered before ks(i). Given
this definition of knowledgesource domination, it can
be shownthat dominationis transitive. Thus, if ks(i)
dominatesks(j) and ks(j) dominatesks(k) then
dominatesks(k). Transitivity can be used to reduce
computational effort in the determination of domination
results. Dominationprovides a basis on which the order
of different knowledgesources can be established. In
general, if knowledgesource i dominates knowledge
source j, we wouldprefer to find a solution in ks(i). One
such result is summarizedin the following theorem.
Theorem1: IfRet (i,r) > Ret(j,s) for all r and s, then
ks(i) dominatesks(j).
Proof: If Ret (i,r) > Ret (j,s) for all r ands,
choosingany feasible alternative in ks(i) will result
at least as gooda solution as the choice of any
alternative in ks(j). In the case of a single processor,
this result indicates that the knowledgesource i would
be processed prior to knowledgesource j. In the case of
multiple processors, this result indicates that knowledge
source i wouldbe processed no later than knowledge
source j. The existence of dominationis readily apparent
in manyreal world cases. For example, in many

restaurants, the sale of virtually any wine producesa
greater return than beer or health drink. Thus, waiters
typically try to determineif patrons wouldorder wine,
before somemutually exclusive drink is sold. As
another example, if an automotivedealer carries both
Cadillac and Chevrolet, then, in general the profit
associated with a Cadillac wouldoutweighthat of the
Chevrolet. Thus, we wouldexpect the Cadillac
knowledge source would dominate the Chevrolet
knowledgesource. As a result, it is not unusual with a
visit to a newcar dealership to be directed to the most
expensive car in the showroom.
A Domination Result for Model 2 Granularity
Next it will be assumedthat the control granularity of
model2 is used. Periodic change of knowledgesource is
built into model2. For theorem2 the following
assumptions are made. Assumethat there are three
knowledgesources i, j, and k (the result can be extended
to arbitrarily larger sets of knowledgesources). Suppose
that the conditions in someks(i) can be partitioned into
two sets 1 and 2. In addition, supposethat the rules in
ks(i) haveconditions in either set 1 or set 2 but not both.
Assume
there are twosets j and k, such that for all rules
in j, all the conditions are in set 1 and all the conditions
for the rules in k are in set 2. Assume
that the rules are
ordered so that all the rules with conditions in set i are
ordered before those in set 2. Assumethat the largest
return is associated with r(i,1). As long as the first rule
is fromset 1 there is no loss of generality, with the
inference engine described above.
Theorem2: Giventhe structureof ks(i), ks(j) and ks(k),
if those rules in ks(i) such that all conditions are in set
have a return greater than those in set ks(j) and if those
rules in ks(i) such that all conditions are in set 2 have
return greater than those in set ks(k), then ks(i)
dominatesks(j) and ks(k).

2) Success in ks(i) with conditions in 2. This means
that a solution in ks(k) was not chosen, but that
optimal since the return of each rule, with conditions in
2, in ks(i) exceedsthat of ks(j). This meansthat
solution in ks(j) was not chosen. That wouldoccur only
if the return on the successful rule in ks(i) was greater
than those rules in ks(j) that werenot chosen.
Otherwise, the control would have chosen a rule from
ks(j). As a result, processingks(i) first did not have
negative impact on the quality of the solution.
3) Success in ks(j). This meansthat no rule in ks(/)
with conditions in I led to a solution, since otherwise
the solution wouldhave comefrom there. As a result,
processing ks(i) prior to ks(j) did not have an impact
the solution.
4) Success in ks(k). This meansthat no rule in ks(i)
with conditions in 2 led to a solution, since otherwise
the solution wouldhave comefrom there. As a result,
processing ks(i) prior to ks(k) did not have an impact
the solution. This theoremsays nothing about the
ordering of knowledgesources j or k. However,it does
provide a condition for ordering knowledgesource i
relative to j and k. Thus, it provides a partial ordering
of the knowledgesources. In the case of a single
processor environment, knowledgesource i would be
processed before j and k. In the case of a multiple
processor environment, i wouldbe processed no later
than either j or k.

5. Choice of Granularity Approach
The results of the previous section can be used to
establish which control structure granularity model
wouldbe best used. In theorem3 a situation for which
using model 1, with no interruption of the knowledge
source, is found to be optimal. Whereasin theorem4, a
situation for using periodic interruption of the
knowledgesource is appropriate.

Proof: There are four cases to consider.
1) Success in ks(i) with conditions in 1. This means
that a solution in ks(j) was not chosen, but that
optimal since the return of each rule in ks(i), with
conditions in 1, exceeds that of ks(j). This meansthat
solution in ks(k) was not chosen. That wouldoccur only
if the return on the successful rule in ks(i) wasgreater
than those rules in ks(k) that were not chosen.
Otherwise, the control would have chosen a rule from
ks(k). Asa result, processingks(i) first did not have
negative impact on the quality of the solution.

Theorem 3: (Model 1 Uninterrupted Knowledge
Source) Assumethat each knowledgesource has either
been (A) fully examinedand no solution was found
(I3) has not yet been examined.If for somei, ks(i)
dominatesall other j in B, then use model1
(uninterrupted knowledgesource) for ks(i) will find
least as gooda solution as model2.
Proof: Assumethat a solution is found in knowledge
source i then since ks(i) dominatesthe other knowledge
sources that solution is at least as goodas any other
solution. Assumethat no solution is found in ks(i).

that case it wouldnot impact the quality of the solution
to examineks(i) prior to the other knowledgesources.
most other situations a periodic review of the quality of
the potential solution is required. In the following, a
periodic approachis seen to be optimal for the general

Greene, D., "Automated KnowledgeAcquisition:
Overcomingthe Expert System Bottleneck,"
Proceedings of the International Conferenceon
Infornlation Systems, 1987.

case.

Theorem4: (Model 2 Interrupt After Each Rule
Failure) In general, it is optimal to interrupt knowledge
source inferencing at rule failure to determineif some
other knowledgesource has a better solution.
Proof: If we interrupt at rule failure then that allows us
to choosethe rule with the largest profit that has not yet
beenfully analyzed. If we do not interrupt at role failure
and then the inference process could continue possibly
examining rules whose outcomes lead to nonoptimal
solutions, since there is no aspect of the inference
process designed to determine the quality of the decision
being madeby the system. This approach requires
simply polling the This approach requires simply
polling the knowledgesources for rules that are active or
not yet examinedfor the rule with the largest return.
This is easy to implementin a decentralized
environment: simply require each knowledgesource be
ready to provide that information on inquiry.
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6. Summary
Therehas been little in the verification and validation
literature associated with blackboard systems. This
research has been concernedwith validation issues
associated with unique characteristics of blackboard
systems. In particular, this paper examinesthe
importance of ordering knowledgesources in solutionbased focusing. The paper finds significant order
effects. The results could be extended by investigating
other blackboard architectures.
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